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From 5th to 7th June 2019
LIMA, PERU

I CO-PRODUCTION
LABORATORY
BETWEEN LATIN AMERICA 
&  EUROPE

ESTE LAB
First Co-production Laboratory

ESTE LAB seeks to establish the basis for the cinematographic cooperation 
and co-production between Latin America and Europe. Its main objective is 
to create a workspace for training and development of cinematographic 
projects of Peru and the region. 

ESTE LAB seeks to establish the first contacts between these projects and 
professionals in the audio-visual industry, financial funds, producers, 
investors and international distributors.

The laboratory plans to promote the development of the Peruvian 
cinematographic industry, the internationalisation of its productions and 
professionals. ESTE LAB expects to be an encouraging and developing space 
to the audio-visual sector, by enhancing the production and economic 
relations with Central and Eastern Europe.  

The LAB expects to be a 3 days program in which teams of local producers 
and directors will have the opportunity to develop their projects through 
work- tables and training guided by European cinema professionals with the 
aim of accomplishing co-productions.  
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The Meeting will take place within the X International Film Festival Al Este. 
The laboratory will last 3 days.

Only the projects able to cope in time and form all the requirements of 
inscription will be received, read and selected.

A maximum of 4 Latin American projects will participate, all of them must 
have the highest possibilities of obtaining financing or being in condition to 
establish co-productions with countries of Europe.

Projects that have direct connections with countries of Central and Eastern 
Europe, either by the outline or possibilities of co-production or distribution, 
will obtain primary attention.  

Four projects will be selected, at least two of them will be Peruvian. 

The Lab will receive the candidatures of fictional feature films and 
documentary feature films that are still not filmed and have a first version 
script in the case of fictional features film, or a guideline in the case of 
documentaries. In addition to this, the candidates must have the financing 
assured of at least 15% of the production budget, and the film must be 
planned to lasts 70 minutes or more. 

Eligible projects must be in the development stage with a shooting projection 
not before 2020.

Projects can register from the knowledge of this publication to 06/05/2019.

Selected projects must confirm their attendance to the Laboratory before 
17/05/2019. Otherwise, their participation will be automatically cancelled 
and another competing project will be selected. 

Results will be divulged on 13/05/2019 and will be posted on the page: 
www.alestfestival.com 

The registration of the projects will cost 25 US dollars.  
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Selected projects will obtain: The possibility of attendance to the training 
facilities, consultancies and working tables with national and international 
professional (producers, financial funds representatives, sales agents, film 
directors and scriptwriters) invited to the laboratory. 

In addition, selected projects of foreign origin will gain a four-night lodging 
and food paid in Lima (a double room per project).

The two representatives of the project will obtain free accreditation for the 
activities made within the Film Festival Al Este. 

The laboratory will not cover the travel costs of the representatives of the 
project.  
  

It is essential and exclusive to complete all the information needed to register 
a project. 

For its registration, every project will have to complete before 06/05/2019
the electronic form , that is in the link below: 
http://bit.ly/ESTELAB_Coproduccion 

If a project is selected, all the information given in the electronic form will be 
used by the organisation of Al Este Laboratory and the festival for its 
advertising and diffusion. 

Apart from the online registration, every project must append two (2) PDF 
files, one in Spanish and the other in English called:  

NOMBREDELPROYECTO_ESTELAB_ESPAÑOL 
NOMBREDELPROYECTO_ESTELAB_INGLES

The files must contain with the following information in the following order, 
without any exception: 
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Cover: cover art or free design which contains the tentative name of 
the film. 

Project information: Name, country, estimated duration, genre and 
category (documentary or fiction), total estimated budget 
(Information needed in the centre of a blank sheet.) 

Short synopsis (one page and a half maximum) 

Treatment (between 8 and 10 pages)

Director´s biography and filmography (one page maximum)

Producer´s biography and filmography (one page maximum)

Summary budget and provisional financing plan in US dollars. 
Break-even point if it is possible. 

Current project state and production design. 

Project schedule, including tentative or estimated dates of 
development, preproduction, production, postproduction, premiere 
and distribution. 

Director´s motivation

Producer´s motivation

Additional information, such as support receive, existing 
commitments, possible national and/or international co-producers. 
Copies of intention and/or financing arrangement letters and any 
other relevant information for the selection.  

If the project is selected, its script or step outline will be required. 
Registration of the projects ends on 06/05/2019
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At the time of registering, all the participants agree to complete the 
laboratory, attending to every activity and concluding the timelines 
established by the organisation. 

All jury´s decisions must be accepted by the participants, either for the 
selection or future prises. Under any circumstances, the jury´s decisions will 
be rejected.

The registration of the projects will cost 25 US dollars. This payment must be 
done and sent together with the registration, otherwise, it will not be taken 
into account. 

The participation of ESTE LAB in the projects and its logo must be included in 
all the publicity and the materials produced by the selected projects 
participating in the laboratory.

All the graphics materials, which will be included, must be properly revised by 
ESTE LAB. The participation of ESTE LAB must be mentioned in all the future 
publications and presentations of the selected projects. 

The selected projects by the organisation that attend and complete all the 
activities of ESTE LAB will obtain certification. 

At the time of registering to the competition, all the participants must 
guarantee that they are exclusive owners of the copyrights of the projects, 
without breaching the rights of third parties. In addition to this, the 
participants, either natural or legal persons, will authorise the organiser and 
its sponsors to use, within full rights, explicitly, conclusively, free of 
encumbrances, the use of name, image and voice, in photos, files and/or  
digital media, such as posters, film and/or spots, jingles and/or comic strips, 
in any type of promotional media and/or items, including television, radio, 
newspaper, posters, mailings, for a wide dissemination  of the competition 
and its future editions. 
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Likewise, at the time of registering, the participant guarantees that the film or 
films presented to the competition are free of any author´s claim, actors, 
interpreters, management companies, and free of any encumbrances, 
restriction, inhibition or any impediment or limitation to its distribution, 
reproduction, commercialisation or exhibition, without time limitations 
neither quantity of reproductions nor territorial limitation. 

Based on the foregoing, the participant shall bear and assume all the costs of 
the defence of any judicial or non-judicial claim against the Organiser based 
in the case that the commercialisation, distribution, reproduction, utilisation 
and/or disposition of the programs or parts of thereof, in the conditions that 
has been given to the Organisation by the participant, results contrary to the 
contracting, authorisations, commercial, professional and/or labour 
agreements that the participant has obtained, for the realisation thereof, 
and, as a result, the  participant must assume all the  expenses and costs in 
the case that the Organiser were charged of a court sentence for those 
issues. The participant will be responsible for the form and content of the 
project presented in the competition, guaranteeing that the thereof do not 
infringe the rights of privacy, confidentiality or any other rule imposed by the 
corresponding control authorities, and the participant must assume the total 
responsibility for the damage that might result from the utilisation and 
exhibition, as well as, maintaining the Organiser unharmed for any pretention 
that may result hereby.  


